Abstract. Attenuation correction is essential for quantitative reliability of positron emission tomography (PET) imaging. In time-of-flight (TOF) PET, attenuation sinogram can be determined up to a global constant from noiseless emission data due to the TOF PET data consistency condition. This provides the theoretical basis for jointly estimating both activity image and attenuation sinogram/image directly from TOF PET emission data. Multiple joint estimation methods, such as maximum likelihood activity and attenuation (MLAA) and maximum likelihood attenuation correction factor (MLACF), have already been shown that can produce improved reconstruction results in TOF cases. However, due to the nonconcavity of the joint log-likelihood function and Poisson noise presented in PET data, the iterative method still requires proper initialization and well-designed regularization to prevent convergence to local maxima. To address this issue, we propose a joint estimation of activity image and attenuation sinogram using the TOF PET data consistency condition as an attenuation sinogram filter, and then evaluate the performance of the proposed method using computer simulations.
Joint estimation of activity image and attenuation sinogram using time-of-flight positron emission tomography data consistency condition filtering Quanzheng Positron emission tomography (PET) is widely used in the diagnosis and prognosis of diseases in oncology, neurology, and cardiology. For quantitative, semiquantitative or even qualitative but artifact-free PET, attenuation correction (AC) is mandatory.
In the early days, PET scanners were equipped with a transmission source, enabling direct measurement of attenuation correction factors (ACFs) or attenuation sinogram. However, the majority of the modern PET scanners are incorporated into larger multimodality systems that combine both molecular and anatomical imaging, including PET/magnetic resonance (MR) imaging and PET/computed tomography (CT). As these systems lack transmission sources, the ACF is usually computed from the anatomical image. In particular, the synthetic mapping from the MR image to PET ACF is a very difficult problem and still one of the major bottlenecks in PET-MR imaging. Furthermore, because of the smaller field of view (FOV) of MR compared with PET, the truncation of the attenuation sinogram (or ACFs) for a larger subject is also a challenging problem. Many segmentation and atlas-based methods have been developed; however, regardless of the number of tissue types used in the methods, MR-based AC continues to demonstrate limited performance. It is relatively easier to convert CT images to ACFs since both of them measure the attenuation of photons, although at different energy levels. However, the same attenuation sinogram truncation problem exists because of the smaller FOV of CT. In addition, because of the sequential nature of the PET/CT acquisition, there is misalignment between PET and ACFs generated by CT. Many methods have been developed to solve the truncation problem; however, none of them can avoid the so-called cross talk problem, where localized errors in the activity image are compensated by localized errors in the attenuation image.
To solve the AC problem, several groups have developed methods that jointly estimate AC and the activity from emission PET data. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] Different types of consistency conditions can be directly considered 1, 6, [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] or indirectly imposed by maximizing the likelihood function. 4, 7 A similar approach has been also applied to PET/MR. 13 Although some useful results have been obtained, these methods are generally disappointing because of the cross talk. This is essentially due to the lack of attenuation information in the emission measurement to uniquely determine the ACFs. Another emerging technology, time-of-flight (TOF) PET scanners, could potentially offer an elegant solution to the AC problem in both PET/MR and PET/CT. TOF PET measures the differential arrival time for each coincident photon pair, providing additional information about the position within the source volume from which a positron was emitted. The improved localization by TOF information leads to a previously unachievable SNR improvement in reconstructed images. Studies evaluating TOF PET scanners have shown significant noise reduction. 14 In the clinic, this improvement translates to either scan time reduction or image quality improvement, as demonstrated in this work, 15 where clearly improved lesion contrast was achieved using TOF data. A recent study in a large set of oncology patients found that human observers (radiologists) preferred TOF images in terms of contrast recovery, noise level, and clarity of anatomical details. 16 More importantly, recent studies have shown that in TOF PET the artifacts induced by AC errors are less severe than that in non-TOF PET. 17 This finding indicates that TOF PET data contain information about AC that is not present in non-TOF PET data, demonstrating a possibility to derive AC information from TOF PET measurements.
It has been recently shown 18 that the attenuation sinogram can be reconstructed from TOF PET emission data generated from Radon transform through estimating the gradient of the attenuation sinogram using TOF PET data consistency condition. An analytical two-step method was also developed to compute AC in a seminar work by Defrise et al., 18 however, it is unstable for high-frequency components and also for regions with low photon counts, even in the perfect noise-free case. An iterative one-step method based on the same consistency condition was proposed by Li et al. 19 and was recently extended to histoimage format of TOF data. 20 As an alternative to using only consistency conditions of TOF data, some methods seek to iteratively estimate activity and attenuation information by solving a joint estimation problem. One such method is the maximum-likelihood activity and attenuation estimation technique, which simultaneously estimates activity and attenuation images, applied to TOF PET. 13 Salomon et al. 21 also proposed a related maximum-likelihood (ML) algorithm to assign attenuation values to MRI regions based on TOF PET data. A second group of methods comprises ML techniques applied to jointly estimate the ACFs instead of the attenuation image. [22] [23] [24] [25] Although these estimation methods using TOF information demonstrated improved results and the mathematical analysis of the continuous version of the problem showed that noise-free emission data determine the ACFs up to a constant, it is still unclear whether the uniqueness also applies to the Poisson likelihood, except if the TOF data are consistent. Furthermore, it is found that even with TOF PET data, the AC estimation problem is still underdetermined and the possible presence of other local maxima in the TOF likelihood still exists except the AC estimation close to the ground-truth is provided.
Exploiting the TOF information, the AC estimation for PET/ MR or PET/CT is promising but still very challenging. Here, we proposed an elegant framework to address this challenge. We will explain the TOF data consistency condition and its maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation in Sec. 2. In Sec. 3, the maximum likelihood attenuation correction factor (MLACF) with a data consistency filtering will be derived. We validate the performance of the proposed method using simulation results in Sec. 4. Initialization and constant issues will be discussed in Sec. 5, and we conclude in Sec. 6.
Time-of-Flight Positron Emission Tomography Data Consistency Condition and Maximum a Posteriori Estimation
We denote the unattenuated TOF emission data as p ¼ pðs; ϕ; tÞ, where s, ϕ, and t are the radial, azimuthal, and TOF bin coordinates, respectively. The two-dimensional (2-D) TOF PET data consistency condition for noise-free pðs; ϕ; tÞ is given by the following partial differential equation:
26,27
E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 1 ; 6 3 ; 1 3 3 t
where σ denotes the standard deviation of TOF Gaussian profile (i.e., wðtÞ ¼ e −t 2 ∕2σ 2 ∕ ffiffiffiffiffi 2π p σ). Let μ ¼ μðs; ϕÞ be the attenuation sinogram along the line of response ðs; ϕÞ and mðs; ϕ; tÞ ¼ e −μðs;ϕÞ pðs; ϕ; tÞ be the attenuated TOF emission data, so-called TOF prompt data. Since e −μðs;ϕÞ > 0, we can replace pðs; ϕ; tÞ in Eq. (1) by mðs; ϕ; tÞ and rewrite the equation as follows:
E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 2 ; 3 2 6 ; 6 9 5
Defrise et al. 18 have shown that for any line of response ðs; ϕÞ that ∫ mðs; ϕ; tÞdt > 0, the two derivatives of μðs; ϕÞ can be determined from Eq. (2) and as a 2-D radon transform of a smooth image, μðs; ϕÞ can be determined by integration except a global constant within its sinogram support. Note that the sinogram support, U s ðs; ϕÞ, is the regions of interest with activity in emission sinogram; U s ðs; ϕÞ ¼ 1 when ∫ mðs; ϕ; tÞdt > ϵ, otherwise U s ðs; ϕÞ ¼ 0. ϵ is a small value that can be zero in noiseless case.
The above TOF PET data consistency condition of Eq. (2) is in the continuous format and only for noise-free data. We will first discretize Eq. (2) since our measurements are not continuous. We approximate the derivatives with finite central difference method and denote D s , D ϕ , and D t as the differential operators along corresponding subscript. We then obtain a simple linear equation as follows:
E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 3 ; 3 2 6 ; 4 6 4 Ax ¼ b;
where E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 4 ; 3 2 6 ; 4 2 8
where x ¼ ½x 1 ; : : : ; x n sϕt T is a vector representing μ. T, S, and M are the discretized vector of t, s, and m, respectively. More specifically, let T ¼ ft i g, S ¼ fs i g, and M ¼ fm i g for i ¼ 1; : : : ; n sϕt . n sϕt ¼ n s × n ϕ × n t , and n s , n ϕ , and n t are the numbers of radial, azimuthal, and TOF bins, respectively. s i ∈ f−n s ∕2; : : : ; n s ∕2gΔs, ϕ i ∈ f0; : : : ; n ϕ − 1gΔϕ and t i ∈ f−n t ∕2; : : : ; n t ∕2gΔl. Here, Δs is the radial bin interval (mm), Δϕ ¼ π∕n ϕ , and Δl is the time bin interval (mm). Δs, Δϕ, and Δl are also used for the differential operators of D s , D ϕ , and D t that are the matrices n sϕt × n sϕt . Since x can only be determined up to a constant c, we can infer that E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 5 ; 3 2 6 ; 1 5 4
where AðcU s Þ ≃ 0, which can cause the boundary artifact when the scaling constant c or the region of U s is not accurate. This indicates that as long as we have additional information about this constant, attenuation sinogram could be iteratively reconstructed by minimizing a properly defined cost function based on Eq. (3). Denoting R ¼ Ax − b, the MAP estimate of attenuation sinogram x can be expressed as E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 6 ; 6 3 ; 7 3 0x MAP ¼ arg max where pðxÞ is the prior probability density function of attenuation sinogram x and pðRjxÞ is the likelihood function given by noise distribution of R.
Note
where QðxÞ is a quadratic penalty term. Equation (3) is very ill-posed because of the differential operators. Therefore, we designed the following algorithm to simultaneously estimate the activity and ACF incorporating with a filter based on TOF data consistency condition.
MLACF with Time-of-Flight Data Consistency Filtering
Let f and x denote the discretized activity image and attenuation sinogram, respectively, y it denotes the known TOF prompt measurement along the j'th line of response with TOF index t, and P ¼ P ijt denotes the TOF system matrix. The log-likelihood function, which accounts for the Poisson statistics within the measurement, can be written as E Q -T A R G E T ; t e m p : i n t r a l i n k -; e 0 0 8 ; 6 3 ; 3 9 2 Lðf; x; yÞ ¼ X j;t y it ln
Here, we assume that the scatters and randoms are precorrected for the computational simplicity 28 although the precorrected PET measurement becomes an approximation of Poisson distribution.
Since this function is obviously concave with respect to either f or x, the updating strategy in MLACF is to fix one of them and maximize the function with respect to the other one so that the objective function is monotonically increasing. When x is fixed, the maximum-likelihood solutionf is obtained by a straight-forward maximum likelihood expectation maximization (MLEM) update. When f is fixed, the maximumlikelihood solutionx is simply calculated as − ln½ð P t y it Þ∕ ð P it P ijt f i Þ within the sinogram support. Because of the constant scaling factor, the maximum-likelihood estimators off and x have many local optima depending on the initial value of x, thus we will discuss the effect of initial values.
It is known that if the TOF PET data are consistent, then the MLACF estimation using noisy measurement can determine the ACF up to a constant. Therefore, we incorporate the data consistency filtering in each iteration, we force the intermediate results always as consistent as possible. We note that the same idea to apply bow-tie filter to force data consistency has been reported in the literature. 29 Here, we demonstrate how we can design a least-square filter based on the data consistency condition in Eq. (3). More specifically, the proposed method can be summarized in Algorithm 1.
In the proposed MLACF with data consistency filtering, the quadratic penalty is used for estimation of both activity and attenuation. More specifically, QðfÞ is a three-dimensional (3-D) penalty with 26 neighbor voxels in Cartesian coordinate and QðxÞ is a 2-D penalty with eight neighbor pixels in sinogram domain with radial and angular directions. Relaxed MLEM with quadratic penalty is similar to the block sequential regularized expectation maximization algorithm. 30 Here, λ is the relaxation factor and γ is the hyperparameter of quadratic function for the activity estimation. In the conjugate gradient method, 31 the quadratic penalty is also similarly used as a sequential regularization. β is the hyperparameter of quadratic function for the attenuation estimation. n k is the inner iteration number of updates for the MLEM and n c is the inner iteration number of conjugate gradient. n c is defined as a small number, such as 5 to 10 due to the fast convergence of the conjugate gradient. In Algorithm 1, except the consistency condition filtering (conjugate gradient execution), this is exactly the same as a conventional MLACF, which is used for the comparison in Secs. 4 and 5.
At the beginning of joint estimation, because the estimation of attenuation is far from the true value and therefore it takes more time to do the filtering, once the estimate is close to the true value and thus satisfies the data consistency condition, it needs less computational cost; more details of initial value effect will be discussed (see Sec. 5). The possible presence of other local maxima in the TOF likelihood still exists because of the nonconvexity of the joint cost function. Therefore, a good initialization is crucial.
Results
In the simulation study, we used the same geometry of a GE SIGNA TOF PET scanner with 450-ns timing resolution. The diameter of the scanner is 622.6 mm, and the number of radial and angular bins is 256 and 224, respectively. The number of TOF time bin is 27 and time bin spacing is 22.2 mm. To deal with the constant issue, we assume that the total number of counts is known, 25 thus, we do not have a scaling issue in the simulation and focus on the performance of the data consistency filtering. For the validation, we used 2-D thorax and 3-D XCAT phantoms 32 and compared the results of proposed method with the conventional MLACF.
To evaluate the proposed method, we first used a thorax phantom as described in Fig. 1 . The true activity image and attenuation image are all of size 256 × 256 and voxel size 0.234 cm. The attenuation coefficients are (i) 0.0032 mm −1 for lung, (ii) 0.014 mm −1 for bone, and (iii) 0.0096 mm −1 for tissue in Fig. 1(b) . In the reconstruction, we used the TOF-based PET ray-driven forward and voxel-driven backward projectors as done by Kim et al. 28, 33, 34 In the noiseless case of Fig. 2 , the reconstructed activity images and the attenuation sinograms of the conventional MLACF and the proposed method were compared, which should be identical theoretically. Here, all penalty-related hyperparameters were set to zero, such as γ and β in Algorithm 1. Both results were converged after few iterations with small differences, however, some patterns as pointed in Fig. 2(c) were slightly different. Mean square errors (MSEs) were almost the same in the noiseless case.
In the noisy case of Fig. 3 , the reconstructed activity images and the attenuation sinograms of the conventional MLACF and the proposed method were compared. The number of total counts is about 3.55 × 10 5 and the Poisson noise was imposed. Figure 3 (c) of the conventional MLACF showed biases compared to the proposed method. Here, we stopped at 20 iterations before diverging too much for the conventional MLACF. MSEs of attenuation sinogram using the conventional MLACF and the proposed method were 0.056 and 0.051, respectively. We found that in noisy cases, although we determined reasonable hyperparameters for the quadratic penalty, the conventional MLACF was sensitive to noise, because the attenuation sinogram is directly acquired from the noisy prompt measurement, which affects to the activity image and the attenuation sinogram in the next iteration. More specifically, in Fig. 4 , the MSEs of the conventional MLACF and the proposed method were compared by iteration. The proposed method converged in four iterations; however, the MSE of the conventional MLACF diverged after six iterations. After four iterations as pointed in Fig. 4 , the proposed method stopped by the data consistency condition. We demonstrated that the proposed method was very useful to estimate the convergence in the noisy measurement. of attenuation sinogram and activity image were 0.104 and 0.0194 for the conventional MLACF and 0.101 and 0.0137 for the proposed method, respectively. The MSE of attenuation sinogram using the proposed method is slightly smaller than the MSE using the conventional MLACF. Although the difference between two attenuation sinograms is small, the resulting activity images showed large bias. More specifically, the normalized difference of attenuation sinogram is less than 3% calculated by
, however, the normalized difference of activity image is more than 40% calculated by
Here, f c and f p denote the activity images using the conventional MLACF and the proposed method, and x c and x p are the attenuation images using the conventional MLACF and the proposed method, respectively. We also can see the bias in the reconstructed image using the conventional MLACF as we pointed in Fig. 5(c) .
In Fig. 6 , the proposed method converged at six iterations, however, the conventional MLACF diverged. Therefore, the proposed method using a data consistency filtering demonstrated great advantages of convergence and the improvement of image quality.
Discussion
We have empathized the initialization and constant scaling issues of MLACF throughout the whole paper. Although the proposed method converged closer to the ground-truth compared to the conventional MLACF, the constant scaling issue still exists. Because of many local minima in the joint estimation of MLACF, the constant scaling is highly dependent on the initialization. In Fig. 7 , we conducted simulations with the proposed method using different initializations of the attenuation sinogram in the noiseless case. The support region in Fig. 7(b) is estimated by the emission data as a region larger than a small value ϵ. As shown in Figs. 7(c) and 7(d), the different initialization values produce different constant scaling offsets.
Comparing to the support region, the region of the constant value is exactly the same as the support region. Therefore, in Fig. 4 The MSE plots of attenuation sinograms using the conventional MLACF and the proposed method. Figure 3 showed the results at 20 iterations. Fig. 5 The ground-truth images of (a) activity and (b) attenuation, and the reconstructed activity images using (c) the conventional MLACF and (d) the proposed method. Here, MSEs correspond to the attenuation sinogram and the activity image. the real case, the accurate support region is also important to the scaling of the attenuation sinogram. In addition, with different initialization values, we compared the convergence plots of the conventional MLACF and the proposed method as shown in Fig. 8 . The proposed method converged faster than the conventional MLACF. Therefore, the proposed method can provide not only the improvement of image quality but also fast convergence.
We carefully examined the reasons of boundary artifact (yellow arrows in Figs. 2 and 3 ) in attenuation sinogram and the effect of boundary. One reason is that the sinogram support U s , defined by the region of f > ϵ, is difficult to set accurately at the boundary. Another reason is that the smoothing penalty can produce the boundary artifact. Comparing Figs. 2 and 3 , we can see the small boundary artifact in the noiseless case; however, larger boundary artifact in the noisy case was shown due to the quadratic penalty. By conducting many experiments with various hyperparameters of the quadratic penalty, we concluded that the boundary effect does not significantly affect the activity image.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a formulation of the data consistency condition of TOF PET data and proposed a least-square filtering. We have also developed a joint estimation method using the TOF PET data consistency filtering to estimate the activity image and the attenuation sinogram simultaneously. The proposed method provided the improved image quality by the estimation of convergence and was validated via a pilot study based on the simulations using thorax and XCAT phantoms. The simulation results demonstrated the robustness of the proposed method to noise and shown its potential to achieve more accurate estimation of both activity image and attenuation sinogram. In the future, we will extend the TOF PET data consistency condition filtering with the scaling estimation for clinical applications.
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